FAQ for Memberships
What is the inspired aerial views community? The IAV Community is an
elite group of hobbyist and commercial drone flyers. Our community involves
social media growth, a stock drone image portfolio, a learning center for
drone flyers to share and improve their techniques, providing bios for pilots,
a platform for hiring pilots for outsourced work, meetups for pilots,
equipment of sales, travel recommendations for shooting, and feedback on
photos.
What are the different levels of membership I can apply for & what
are the benefits? CLICK HERE 
How do I apply? CLICK HERE
Why should I use your stock portfolio for my media? A large variety of
corporations are signed up to access our drone photo portfolio for their
marketing needs. They are able to see your portfolio and ask to license or
buy prints of your drone media at anytime. We allow members to set their
own prices and control what they offer for each photo. We will provide you
with all the tools to digitally license your work or print it as nice artwork for
your clients.
How do I get hired as a pilot for a job? When a business is seeking a
drone media creator, they will either choose you or will be sourced to you
based on style and location of the shoot.
What is the pricing for this? We will take care of your schedule including
any travel arrangements as needed and work to represent you well with the
client. Just sit back and do what you do best: plan and envision your shot,
and shoot!
What are meetups? Our drone content producers come from all over the
world! So if you are traveling, it’s encouraged to get to know other members
from that area. Chances are there are other IAV members in your
hometown anyways, so why not hangout with them to chat, shop, and fly?
We are a friendly, supportive community helping each other grow.
Where can I get even more info about IAV? Kyle Hulse is our founder
and CEO, click here to read his bio and how IAV got started. Feel free to
reach out to him and the rest of the team here as he would be happy to
answer any questions or concerns you might have.

